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Introduction

Strongest Meaning Hypothesis: among potential parses, only the one which yields
the strongest reading is available (e.g. Dalrymple et al. 1994, 1998).

• Today: a series of cases where an operator over sets must apply to a set containing
elements based on quantifiers, rather than entities.

• Cases 1-2: sets of alternatives; Case 3: negative quantifiers.

Our take: all of the data receive a uniform account if a nominal or trace must have
a higher semantic type when it leads to a stronger reading.

Case 1: only

Starting point: puzzle with only + necessity modal.

(1) We only have to call [ Amy ]Foc.

(2) JonlyK(ALT) = lpst . lw : p(w) . 8p’ 2 ALT [ p’(w) ! p ✓ p’ ]

• To consider: what is the focus alternative set?

Rooth (1985, 1992): alternatives are computed by replacing the focused element
with other elements of the same semantic type.

• If Amy is interpreted as type e, ALT = (4).

(3) Set of entities
{ Amy, Bani, Carl }

(4) Alternative set
{ 2fAmy, 2fBani, 2fCarl } (where fx = call(x))

• Only asserts to be false those alternatives not entailed by the prejacent.

(5) Entailments derived
a. ) ¬ 2fBani

b. ) ¬ 2fCarl

• I.e. we don’t have to call Bani and we don’t have to call Carl.

But, problem: the predicted interpretation is too weak.

(6) Key scenario (at w)
We have to call Amy and either Bani or Carl (our choice).

• In this scenario, both of the predicted entailments are satisfied.

(7) Entailments verified
a. ) ¬ 2fBani X
b. ) ¬ 2fCarl X

• However, the sentence is intuitively judged false nonetheless.

The puzzle replicates: with theories of alternatives based on syntactic complexity
(Katzir 2007, Fox & Katzir 2011), which predict the same ALT in (1).

Adding alternatives

Desideratum: only must have more alternatives to negate so further entailments are
derived, including one not verified in the key scenario.

• ALT must include alternatives containing disjunction.

(8) Target alternative
2(fBani _ fCarl)

• Negating (8) would yield an entailment which fails.

If the focused DP denotes a quantifier: the target alternative is predicted by Rooth’s
algorithm. Amy is Montague Lifted to type <et,t> (Partee 1987).

(9) We only have to call [ Amy* ]Foc.

(10) J Amy* K = l fet . f(Amy)

• The set of quantifiers is closed under coordination.

(11) Set of quantifiers
{ Amy*, Bani*, Carl*, Bani* [ Carl*, ... }

(12) Alternative set
{ 2fAmy, 2fBani, 2fCarl, 2(fBani _ fCarl), ... }

• ALT is a proper superset of ALT on the original parse, (12) � (4).

Result: only will negate new alternatives, and the sentence is false at w.

(13) Entailments derived
a. ) ¬ 2fBani X
b. ) ¬ 2fCarl X
c. ) ¬ 2(fBani _ fCarl) 7
d. ...

• I.e. we don’t have to call Bani, Carl, either of them, and so forth.

Crucial: to account for the false judgment, the higher type parse must be not only
available, but obligatory — but, what forces that parse?

Disambiguation by Strength

Proposal: the choice between parses is adjudicated based on logical strength.

(14) Disambiguation by Strength
A higher type blocks a lower type if it leads to a stronger meaning.

• Due to the larger ALT, only yields a stronger reading on the high type parse, so the
low type parse is blocked: J(9)K ⇢ J(1)K, cf. (13) vs. (5).
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Case 2: questions

Observe: in the same key scenario, only (15-a) is a complete answer to (15).

(15) Who do we have to call?
a. Amy and either Bani or Carl. b. #Amy.

• Low type: who ranges over entities, and leaves a type e trace. ANS picks out the
strongest true answer (Dayal 1996) from the Hamblin set, (17). (15-b) is wrongly
predicted to be the answer, per (18).

(16) [ ANS [CP who lx [ have [ we call xe ]]]]

(17) Hamblin set
{ 2fAmy, 2fBani, 2fCarl }

(18) Output by ANS
2fAmy

• High type (Spector 2008): who ranges over quantifiers, and leaves a quantifier-
type trace. The Hamblin set is enlarged to contain answers with coordination,
(20), and the target answer is the strongest true one, (21).

(19) [ ANS [CP who lQ [ have [ Qet,t lx [ we call xe ]]]]]

(20) Hamblin set
{ 2fAmy, 2fBani, 2fCarl, 2(fBani _ fCarl), 2(fAmy ^ (fBani _ fCarl)), ... }

(21) Output by ANS
2(fAmy ^ (fBani _ fCarl))

• To capture (15), the high type parse must again be obligatory.

Predicted: by Disambiguation by Strength, the high type blocks the low type, since
ANS outputs a stronger answer on the high type parse.

Case 3: negative quantifiers

Observe: (22) is false in the scenario below. The sentence would be true on a low
type parse, (23), so again a higher type parse, (24), must be obligatory.

(22) (We have to call either Bani or Carl (our choice).)

# There’s no one that we have to call.

(23) Low type (true)
there is no [ one [CP WH lx [ have [ we call xe ]]]]
,! ¬9x2{ Amy, Bani, Carl } [ 2fx(w) ]

(24) High type (false)
there is no [ one [CP WH lQ [ have [ Qet,t lx [ we call xe ]]]]]
,! ¬9Q2{ Amy*, Bani*, Carl*, Bani* [ Carl*, ... } [ 2(Q(lx . fx)) ]

Predicted: since the negative existential has a larger restrictor in (24), it yields a
stronger assertion, and the high type parse blocks the low type parse.


